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A Winter Idyll
Elegy
Indra

A Song of the Night
Interlude (Sita)

Invocation
The Lure

Morning of the Year Dances

GUSTAV HOLST (1874 - 1934) 

A Winter Idyll (1897) * (7'04") 
Elegy (In Memoriam William Morris) * (9'02") 
'The Cotswolds' Symphony in F Op. 8 (1899-1900) 
Indra, Symphonic Poem Op. 13 (1903) * (12'33") 
A Song of the Night Op. 19 No.1 (1905) for Violin and Orchestra* (8'45") 
Sita - Interlude from Act III Op. 23 * (5'49") 
Invocation Op. 19 No.2 (1911) for 'Cello and Orchestra * (9'28") 
The Lure, Ballet Music for Orchestra (1921) † (8'40") 
Dances from The Morning of the Year Op. 45 No.2 (1926-7) † (13'45") 

lntroduction First Dance (2'34") Second Dance (3’43”)

Third Dance (5'53") Fourth Dance (8'11") 
(75'58")

* Edited by Colin Matthews † Edited by Imogen Holst and Colin Matthews 
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n 1974, while trying to devise a concert to mark the Holst Centenary, I asked Imogen
Holst whether I might explore Holst's early Cotswolds Symphony - and was severely

reprimanded for my curiosity. For many years this remained her attitude. Imogen Holst's
book about her father's music was published in 1951 and it very much reflected not only her
upbringing and her father's over-critical view of his own music, but also the 1940s ethic
which increasingly rejected the British romantic school. At the time most of Holst's mature
music was unknown, so it was not the time to be reviving immature works. From the
perspective of the 1990s we can see these various periods to be but facets of the same jewel,
but at the time it must have seemed very different. In such a climate and with his daughter
telling us Holst was an heroic failure, and with much of the mature music unavailable, it was
small wonder that most music-lovers believed her. She did concede that there was "a sure
touch in the orchestration" of, say, Winter Idyll but that was all.Yet, surely all who grew up
with that book became impatient with it, and at the end of her life Imogen's generous spirit
led her to reconsider her earlier views after the experience of performing the music.

Holst was a student at the Royal College of Music, where he remained for five years,
from the summer term of 1893. In 1897 he produced AA  WWiinntteerr  IIddyyllll. It is remarkable for its
assurance and for the polish of its orchestration, sure signs of a composer who was already
experienced as an orchestral musician. Possibly Holst was thinking of this work when he
wrote to Vaughan Williams in 1903 comparing his own musical antecedents with those of
Richard Strauss, much to his own disadvantage. Strauss he saw as having developed in the
mainstream German tradition: Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms and Wagner.
Holst analysed his own training as emanating from Mendelssohn, Grieg and Wagner. "This
alone speaks volumes", he wrote despairingly. Yet the conjunction of Grieg and Wagner
which we have here was to be the salvation of other composers than Holst, in the desire to
throw off the prevailing German musical culture. In fact on hearing Holst's delightful, if
unpretentious, score, the most noticeable stylistic influence is undoubtedly Holst's teacher
Stanford.The music was unperformed in Holst's lifetime.

EElleeggyy  ((IInn  MMeemmoorriiaamm  WWiilllliiaamm  MMoorrrriiss)) is the slow second movement from the four-
movement symphony, written in 1899 and 1900, that Holst subtitled The Cotswolds, though
it is not particularly successful in evoking the countryside of his birth. First performed at
the Winter Gardens, Bournemouth, on Thursday 24 April 1902, under the baton of Dan
Godfrey, the symphony was subsequently forgotten until this movement was revived in 1982.
The rather chromatic shifting harmonies at the opening have been compared to Scriabin at
a similar date, though whether Holst was aware of the Russian at that time is not known.
The music is certainly passionately felt.While still a student he had heard Morris lecture at

of Holst's Hammersmith as to make one sense the Thames in the background, followed by
four dances. At 2'01" the horns, echoing the opening, play the music originally given to the
Voice of Nature (represented by the altos of the chorus): "I am that which did men make, I
am that which men follow, Seek and follow me you who would live and love".

LEWIS FOREMAN 

IMOGEN HOLST, who was present at the recording, wrote:
"This recording of Dances from The Morning of the Year is a concert version for orchestra
that Colin Matthews and I have edited. We have left out the chorus and have made several
cuts in the music. And we have introduced additional percussion to suggest the sounds the
dancers might have provided in a stage performance; for instance, the tambourine for the
jingling bells the Morris men would have worn below their knees and the castanets for the
sticks they would have clashed above their heads.

"The four dances follow each other without a break. A quiet, slowly-moving
introduction leads to the light and cheerful skipping step of the First Dance. The lively
Second Dance has a tune that is appropriate for the rhythm of a Morris dance. The
gracefully flowing tune of the Third Dance becomes more emphatic when it is combined
with the ostinato bass of the previous Morris tune. A persistent drum rhythm introduces the
energetic Fourth Dance which leads up to an exciting climax. When its last reverberations
have faded away the work ends with a return to the slow, hushed music of the opening." 

I
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irresistibly drawn towards him, only to be crushed and burnt in his embrace. As the grey
dawn appears a large snuffer slowly descends and covers him".

Holst set out to incorporate folk-tunes from his friend W G Whittaker's then newly
published North Countrie Ballads, Songs and Pipe-Tunes, but in the event only one tune is
used, in "Folia's" dance (4'13"). Imogen Holst has pointed out that this also closely
resembles the third movement of the Japanese Suite, which itself had been written for the
Japanese dancer Michio Ito. Further evidence of the one-off nature of the project is the reuse
of passages from The Sneezing Charm, evident to most listeners from textures and
passagework reminiscent of the familiar Perfect Fool ballet music. This is the mature Holst
and his handling of the orchestra is brilliant and typical of his greatest works. As far as is
known the ballet was never produced and it appears to have remained unperformed until
edited by Imogen Holst and Colin Matthews as the concert work here recorded.

Holst's two choral ballets The Golden Goose and The Morning of the Year date from
1926 and 1927 respectively, and share the same opus number. TThhee  MMoorrnniinngg  ooff  tthhee  YYeeaarr was
the first score ever to be commissioned by the BBC Music Department. The work consists
of a succession of orchestral dances alternating with short choral interludes each setting the
scene for the next dance. Altogether there are six brief choruses.

While the artistic objectives of the work are imaginative and laudable, the text which
Steuart Wilson, the celebrated tenor (and later as Sir Steuart a distinguished musical
administrator), wrote for Holst has dated, as has the scenario, which is described as "a
representation of the mating ordained by Nature to happen in the spring of each year".The
work is dedicated to the English Folk Dance and Song Society and as a spectacle it
represents some of the more embarrassing aspects of well-meaning inter-war
reinterpretations of traditional folk dance. The Voice of Nature calls on mankind and the
Headman and Hobbyhorse, representing the human and animal worlds, enter and dance
together. Successively Youths and Maidens respond to Nature's calling song. The Mating
Dance follows and at its culmination all the couples go out with the exception of the
youngest Youth and Maid, who are mated by the Headman. The Voice of Nature is heard in
the distance as the youngest couple and later the Headman disappear into the forest.

The work had its first performance on 17 March 1927, when at the Royal Albert Hall
it appeared in the tenth National Concert given by the BBC, sharing the programme with
the first British performance of Honegger's King David and his Pacific 231. Later the ballet
was presented in a staged performance at the RCM's Parry Theatre. Generally the
reception was not good, the Daily News finding the spectacle "terribly confused
artistically".

The orchestral version consists of the introduction, so redolent of the musical world

Kelmscott House only a few months before his death. Holst had already set Morris's poem
Draw not away thy hands and his elegy is not necessarily a reflection of personal grief; far
more is he, as a then committed socialist, celebrating the passing of a great man and the end
of an era.

That Holst had an "Indian" period is well-known, his interest being aroused by the
publication of Robert Watson Frazer's book of stories from Indian mythology, Silent Gods
and Sun-steeped Lands, in 1895. Holst is particularly known for his various settings of the
hymns from the Rig Veda made between 1907 and 1912, but his earliest completed extended
work using a subject from that source was IInnddrraa, a vivid portrayal of the God Indra and his
battle with the drought. By this time Holst had been working on his unsuccessful opera Sita
for three or four years and the style of the opera, Wagnerian in texture and in the use of
leitmotifs, but with more than the occasional pre-echo of his mature style, informs this tone
poem. The brilliant orchestral treatment is vivid among the British orchestral music of its
time, and the contrasts between the dramatic full-blooded passages and the quieter sections
are quite striking. In the latter, Holst's textures and particularly his cool, flute-dominated
sounds and the use of the glockenspiel exhibit more than mere fingerprints of the later
composer, his inexperience only revealed when the development becomes bombastic. This
is the sort of warmly vibrant work that a secure composer would still acknowledge in later
life while recognising that it was his past. Holst wrote a programmatic note at the front of
the score:

Indra is the ancient Hindoo [sic] God of Rain and Storm. There is a drought in
the land. The dragon Vrita has seized the rain clouds and holds them fast in his
grasp. Famished men go wandering hopelessly under the unceasing glare of the
sun only to sink down exhausted. One voice among them is heard praying to
Indra. Others take up the cry until it reaches Indra, whereupon he calls on his
Maruts (storm-clouds) and does battle with Vrita. After repeated attacks the
dragon's hold on the rain clouds is gradually weakened until he is finally
overcome and the rain falls in torrents. Amidst the sound of the rushing waters
the people's voices are heard again, their former prayers and cries of dispair now
changed into songs of praise to Indra.

The full score was completed on 3 April 1903 while Holst was in Berlin on a rare
holiday. This was a subject close to his heart, and it is worth remembering that one of his
voice and piano settings of the Hymns from the Rig Veda is also called Indra, there described
as "God of storm and battle", while Indra is again the subject of one of the Choral Hymns
dating from 1912.
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SSoonngg  ooff  tthhee  NNiigghhtt was composed in 1905 but not performed until September 1984.
When finally published in 1985 the violin and piano reduction of this work bore a nocturnal
scene by Samuel Palmer. However, this is surely not an English pastoral evocation, and
although Holst gives us no clue to the reason for its title we might remember among his Rig
Veda Hymns the withdrawn Ratri (The Night) and the Invocation to the Dawn from the set
of six songs published in 1903. Certainly Maya, a piece for violin and piano from the
previous year, took its title from Holst's preoccupation with things Indian.

For seven years Vaughan Williams struggled to develop his music in a large-scale
score that became A Sea Symphony. Between 1899 and 1906 his friend Holst was engaged
on a similar task, attempting to write a wide-spanning Wagnerian opera based on Indian
mythology. At the time it might well have seemed that Holst stood the better chance of
success, until he entered his opera, SSiittaa, for a competition organised by the publisher
Ricordi, and only came joint second. It is reasonable to assume that Holst's teacher
Stanford was the architect of his failure, as Holst failed to win by one vote and Stanford, one
of the judges, is known to have been antagonistic to Holst's opera.

The scenario, probably taken from Ralph Griffiths' English translations of Sanscrit
literature, concerns the battle between Rama, his brother Lakshmena, and the demon king
Ravana. In Act I, believing his brother dead, Rama asks the Gods to give him a companion
and the Earth Goddess duly provides Sita. Sita is captured by Ravana and taken to his
island kingdom of Lanka.The first scene of Act III is set "on the banks of the torrent before
Lanka" and in order for Rama's army to cross they must build a bridge, which they do in
the first 33/4 minutes of the music recorded here. Rama and his army enter Lanka and after
a furious battle Rama kills Ravana, but fails to recognise Sita when he reaches her. The
Earth Goddess rebukes Rama, whose remorse is too late and Sita returns to the Earth
Goddess for "Earth is Vishnu, preserver of all". Our orchestral interlude is completed by
jumping forward 20 minutes to the closing pages of the opera with the voice parts omitted
as Sita slowly goes up and kneels to her mother, who covers her in her mantle.The Voices of
the Earth in the far distance echo her "Thou shalt be one with me for aye" and the curtain
falls slowly on the last chord. This is Holst's first brief experiment with an effect he uses
elsewhere, particularly to end Neptune (and also The Morning of the Year), here transferred
onto muted strings. Possibly the opera's biggest problem is the stilted English Holst
provided himself to set, reminiscent of the Corders' 1880s translations of the Wagner operas.
He was not alone in this of course.This orchestral movement gives the flavour of the best of
the opera as far as that is possible in a 53/4-minute extract from a 23/4-hour epic.

Composed in 1911, IInnvvooccaattiioonn was intended as a companion piece to A Song of the

Night and was at first known as A Song of the Evening. It was taken up by the cellist May
Mukle, who gave the first performance at Queen's Hall on 2 May 1911 in a concert at which
she also gave a variety of other works for cello and orchestra, including d' Albert, Boccherini
and Thomas Dunhill. The Times' critic found Mukle's phrasing "strikingly clear and
convincing and her intonation absolutely true". Mukle had started as a child prodigy and
was 31 at the time of this first performance. Holst's music quickly received a number of
performances with piano accompaniment, but that may well have been the only orchestral
hearing until it was revived by Julian Lloyd Webber in 1983.

Although Holst does not tell us what he means by his title, in his music "invocation"
is an evocative word; for example, a high-point of the opera Sita is Sita's "Invocation to the
Dawn" in Act II, while the first of Holst's own translations from Sanskrit is also an
Invocation to the Dawn ("Light hath come"); here we have an invocation to the setting sun.
Holst is remarkably skillful in his orchestration so that the cello comes easily thorough the
texture - always a problem in works for cello and orchestra - and in the big climax (6'50")
towards the end he makes one of the earliest uses in British music of a texture generated
from varied superimposed blocks of orchestral patterning, a technique possibly deriving
from Ravel or early Stravinsky that would soon be widely used by many of his
contemporaries. Imogen Holst has pointed out how some of the textures he uses so
successfully soon after in Venus are developed here. In fact we have a glorious conjunction
of the mature Holst, now almost fully evolved, informed by the passion and romanticism of
his earlier music, and all presented with the orchestral skill and brilliance for which he
became famous.

Towards the end of the First World War and immediately after, a number of British
composers wrote music for short ballets, including Elgar's The Sanguine Fan and Arnold
Bax's From Dusk till Dawn. Also in this vein was Holst's score for The Sneezing Charm, an
Arabian Nights fantasy by Clifford Bax which was performed in London in 1918 and later
under another title at Morley College in 1920.The music was developed as the ballet music
in Holst's opera The Perfect Fool. Possibly this activity resulted in Holst being
commissioned, apparently at fairly short notice, to write the music for a short ballet, TThhee
LLuurree, for Chicago.

The scenario he had to set (by one Alice Barney) is not promising: "The flame of a
candle is shining brilliantly. He looks disdainfully at the poor little moths who flutter round
him and when they come too near him he scorches them. 'Folia' appears - the most
beautiful of the moths.The Flame awaits her homage but she ignores him. Filled with desire
for her beauty and in anger at her indifference, he puts forth all his powers and she is
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